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The Buyer’s Guide to Honda Sedans
Honda is known for many things: Intelligent safety innovations, trend-setting style, and, of course,  
efficient performance. While these qualities show through in every vehicle in the Honda lineup,  
the brand’s rock-solid list of sedans epitomizes each facet perfectly.

Whether you’re concerned about saving money at the gas pump or getting behind the wheel of something 
with a more stylish look, Honda has a sedan in its lineup for you. In this buyer’s guide, we’ll break down the 
highlights of each model, including the hybrid sedans that Honda currently has on offer. 

Are you ready to find out which Honda sedan is the right choice for your lifestyle? Then let’s get reading!

Gas-Powered Goliaths: Longstanding Honda Favorites
Throughout the years, we’ve seen a few different cars come and go from the Honda lineup.  
However, there are a couple that have held strong as pillars of the family. 

The Honda Accord and Honda Civic are two time-tested sedans that are sure to stick around for years  
to come. With each model year and each new generation, these cars hone their performance and jazz  
up their styling in a way that constantly turns heads. 

While they have plenty of similarities, there are many differences between the Civic and the Accord, too. 

Honda Civic: The Classy Commuter 
If you do a considerable amount of commuting to work or school each week, then you know that a car can 
be a second home. When you expect to spend hours in it during the work week, then you want it to be as 
comfortable and fun as possible.

The Honda Civic is an excellent commuter vehicle for a few different reasons, the first being its performance.
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Helping you Save on Gas

This sedan is the smallest in the Honda lineup, and as such, it comes outfitted with a smaller powertrain 
than some of the others. Under the hood you’ll find a 2.0L inline 4-cylinder, capable of producing a peppy 
158 horsepower and 138 lb-ft of torque. When you’re merging onto the highway, it’s got more than enough 
kick to help you meld with the flow of traffic. 

On top of this, it maintains some impressive fuel economy. With an available Continuously Variable 
Transmission, it’s able to maintain an EPA-estimated 42 MPG highway and 32 MPG city.1 Those numbers 
equate to far less stops at the gas pump!

Small Yet Spacious

Having a smaller size, the Civic is one of the most maneuverable cars that Honda makes. When weaving 
along the highway and navigating crowded city streets, it handles turns and tight parking like a champ.

Nevertheless, we think you’ll find that you have plenty of room to stay comfy on long drives. You can 
stretch out with: 

Sport-Minded Design

It’s not just this sedan’s performance that’ll add a bit of pep to your drive. Its style will, too!

The Civic was modeled after some of the classic fastback sedans of generations past. It has a long  
nose and an aerodynamic, sloping rear. It’s a look that just seems to exude a thirst for speed,  
even when it’s idling. 

• 97.8 cubic feet total for passengers

• 15.1 cubic feet for cargo

• 39.3 inches of front headroom

• 37.4 inches of rear legroom 
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Honda Accord: A Smart Choice for Family & Friends
The Civic is a perfect choice if you’re often traveling alone or with a co-pilot. However, if you need a  
bit of extra space for your family and friends, you’ll want to go bigger. In this case, the Accord makes  
an excellent choice.

With 105.9 cubic feet of passenger room in the cabin and 16.7 cubic feet in the trunk for bags,  
there’s plenty of space for all five passengers to kick back. Even if you have to strap in a car seat  
or two, all should fit comfortably.

Keeping You and Yours Safe

With your precious cargo in tow, you need added peace of mind that they’ll all be safe. The Accord has  
set a new safety standard for many other sedans in its class by making its driver assisting safety suite,  
Honda Sensing®, standard technology in each of its trim levels.

Included features such as the Lane Keeping Assist System and Adaptive Cruise Control with Low-Speed 
Follow utilize an array of sensors to monitor the road around you, including the maneuvers of other drivers.  
If the system senses you may be at risk for an accident, it will send you a warning to alert you.  
In both these features, it can even apply mild corrective steering or braking.

With Honda Sensing® watching out for you, the unexpected twists and turns of the road become  
a bit more predictable. 

Creature Comforts on the Go

Who doesn’t love to take the comforts of home on the go, particularly when your sedan is packed with 
passengers? The Honda Accord goes to great lengths to add extra comforts and conveniences to the cabin.

For example, you can upgrade your driver’s seat with 12-way power adjustments and 4-way power lumbar 
support. You shouldn’t feel too stiff or tense after a particularly long drive, seeing as you can customize the 
comfort level of the seat. 

Features such as available seat heating and dual-zone automatic climate controls make it easy to set the 
temperatures in the cabin. Passengers can make adjustments at different positions to ensure the cabin is  
just right for them. 

Hybrid Sedans That Are Redefining the Class
While at one time hybrid cars may have seemed like a passing fad, the support of industry titans like Honda 
has helped them to make a lasting mark. As a matter of fact, Honda isn’t just a hybrid advocate. It’s an 
innovator, looking to transform the way we view hybrid vehicles with trademark styling and technology. 

The Honda Insight and Honda Clarity are two hybrids helping drivers to majorly cut down on their carbon 
footprints in style. If you’re looking to go green, these two Honda sedans are happy to help.
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Honda Insight: A Traditional Hybrid with Modern Flare
We all know how the traditional hybrid formula works. Under the hood we have a 50/50 setup:  
Half gas power, half electric power. The Insight capitalizes on this powertrain outfit to eke out an  
EPA-estimated 55 MPG highway and 49 MPG city in its LX and EX trims.2 This fuel economy far surpasses  
the traditional gas-powered options in its family, helping to drivers to pinch even more pennies at the pump. 

Award-Winning Hybrid Performance

There are more and more hybrid sedans on the market every year. However, the Honda options still  
manage to come out ahead of the competition. 

The 2019 Honda Insight has been awarded the 2019 Green Car of the Year® by Green Car Journal.3  

Through its green impact, styling, clever technologies, and sheer drivability, the Insight has proven to  
outpace many others on the road. 

Keeping You Connected

In a forward-thinking sedan like this, technology is a top priority. The cockpit is loaded with plenty of  
features to help keep you connected while on the move, the focal point being the available 8-inch Display 
Audio touchscreen. 

From the touchscreen, you can make hands-free Bluetooth® phone calls and stream music.  
Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ make it easy to wirelessly integrate your devices and access your 
media. However, this isn’t all the touchscreen is for. You can monitor your engine and battery use from  
here, too!

Honda Clarity: Plug-In Power
With the Honda Clarity Plug-In Hybrid sedan, we see a slightly different powertrain that’s weighted more  
for electric driving. There’s still a gas-powered engine included as a support. However, the battery is really 
the star of the show.

The high-capacity battery included in the Clarity allows drivers to travel on electricity alone for far  
longer periods. 
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Driving the Long Haul

Those of us that prefer not to stop at all during a longer drive can really appreciate what the Clarity brings to 
the table. Since that battery is long-lasting, you can drive for miles without using any fuel. When the charge 
runs out, your gas engine kicks in and picks up the slack. In total, you get a 340-mile combined gas and 
electric range.4

Easy to Charge

Some drivers might worry that to charge up their car, they’d have to plug in to a special port. However,  
you can actually charge the Honda Clarity at home with a regular electrical outlet. In addition to this,  
there are thousands of charging stations across the country to utilize.

One of the most useful features of this sedan is that it can recharge itself while you drive. When you switch  
on the HV mode, the gas engine and one of the electric motors will start charging. Regenerative braking is 
also in place to help juice your battery back up!

Which Honda Sedan is Right for You?
You might have noticed that each of these Honda sedans offers something different. When you  
want higher fuel economy, you can go with an option such as the Insight. When you want added safety  
for your family, you can choose the Honda Accord. This lineup truly offers something for everybody.

Now that you’ve read all about them, you might be interested in taking one for a spin. After getting behind 
the wheel, you’ll know exactly which Honda sedan is right for you. Contact your local Honda dealership to 
schedule a test drive today!

1 25 city/36 highway/29 combined mpg rating for LX & Sport 6MT trims. 30 city/38 highway/33 combined mpg rating for LX CVT and Touring trims. 29 city/37 highway/32 combined mpg rating for Sport CVT trim.  
32 city/42 highway/36 combined mpg rating for EX & EX-L trims. Based on 2019 EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only. Your mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle, 
driving conditions and other factors.

2 55 city/49 highway/52 combined mpg rating for LX and EX trims. 51 city/45 highway/48 combined mpg rating for the Touring trim. Based on 2019 EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only.  
our mileage will vary depending on driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your vehicle, battery-pack age/condition and other factors. 

3 For more information see GreenCarJournal.com.

4 100 combined miles per gallon of gasoline-equivalent (MPGe) electric rating; 44 city/40 highway/42 combined MPG gasoline only rating. 47-mile EV mode driving range rating, 340-mile combined gas-electric driving 
range rating. Ratings determined by EPA. Use for comparison purposes only. Your MPGe/MPG and driving range will var depending on driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your vehicle, battery-pack age/
condition and other factors. 




